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Home Affairs 

House of Commons Oral Answer 

Prime Minister’s Questions 
Q2. [904276] Mike Freer: I am sure the Prime Minister is as appalled as I am that 
incidents involving anti-Semitism are on the rise. Does he agree that all organisations, 
public and private, should root out anti-Semitism, without hesitation? 

The Prime Minister: I completely agree with my hon. Friend; anti-Semitism is an 
absolute cancer in our societies and we should know that when it grows it is the 
signal of many even worse things happening to ethnic groups and different groups 
all over our country. There is, sadly, a growth of anti-Semitism in our country and 
we see it in terms of attacks on Jewish people and Jewish students—it absolutely 
has to be stamped out. We should all, whatever organisation we are responsible 
for, make sure that happens. I have to say that we do see a growth in support for 
segregation and indeed for anti-Semitism in part of the Labour party, and I say to 
its leader that it is his party and he should sort it out. [Interruption.] 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/16032
3-0001.htm#16032339001071  
 
 

House of Commons Oral Statement and Questions 

Brussels Terrorist Attacks 
col 1575  The Secretary of State for the Home Department (Theresa May):… This is 
the 14th attack in Europe since the start of 2015. In January last year, gunmen killed 17 
people at the office of Charlie Hebdo and a Jewish supermarket in Paris; in February, 
two people were shot dead at a synagogue and a cafe in Copenhagen; in August, an 
attack was prevented on a Thalys train en route to Paris; and in November, 130 people 
were killed, and many more were injured, in a series of concerted attacks in Paris. …  
col 1577  Today, all around the world, people of all faiths and nationalities are standing in 
solidarity with Belgium, just as they stood together after the other appalling attacks. In the 
UK, people of all backgrounds and communities—Muslim, Sikh, Jewish, Hindu and 
Christian, and people of no faith—are united in our resolve to defeat terrorism. …  

 

col 1579  Andy Burnham: … while we think of the Belgian people today, we remember, 
too, that many victims of attacks around the world are Muslims, which suggests that this 
terror is not about Islam. We also know that, at moments such as this, great anxiety will 
be felt in the British Muslim community, with fears of reprisal attacks, rising Islamophobia  
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/160323-0001.htm#16032339001071
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/160323-0001.htm#16032339001071
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and hate crime. Does the Home Secretary recognise those concerns, and will she today 
send an unequivocal message to anyone who seeks to promote division or hate on the 
back of these attacks that they will be dealt with severely? … 

 

col 1580  Mrs May: … The Transport and Home Office Minister, my noble Friend Lord 
Ahmad, has spoken to a number of imams and other faith leaders today about these 
issues. There are many people in the Muslim community in the United Kingdom who are, 
once again, standing up and condemning the atrocities that have taken place in Brussels. 
The right hon. Gentleman referred to the comments that Donald Trump has made today. 
I understand that he said Muslims were not coming forward in the United Kingdom to 
report matters of concern. This is absolutely not the case: he is just plain wrong. As I 
understand it, that has been confirmed this morning by Deputy Assistant Commissioner 
Neil Basu of the Metropolitan police. People in Muslim communities around the United 
Kingdom are as concerned as everybody else in the UK about both the attacks that have 
taken place and about the perversion of Islam underlying the ideology that has led to 
violence. We are working with them and we will continue to work with them to ensure that 
everything we do is about uniting our communities, not dividing them. …  

 

col 1590  Oliver Dowden: We are all shocked and saddened by the attacks in Brussels, 
but understandably members of the Jewish community in my constituency are 
particularly concerned about the risks facing them. Will the Home Secretary update the 
House on her assessment of those risks and the steps the Government are taking to deal 
with them? 

 

Mrs May: … The Jewish community in the UK has seen an increase in the number of 
anti-Semitic incidents over the last couple of years. That is a great cause of concern for 
us, and the Government are working in several ways to ensure a proper response to 
those incidents and to send out the message collectively—it is important that the House 
sends it, as the Prime Minister has done in the last few days—that we condemn anti-
Semitic incidents. The Jewish members of our community are as much a part of our 
British community as are the Muslim, Hindu, Sikh and Christian members and those 
members who are of no faith. We are one community and must do everything we can to 
stop these terrible anti-Semitic incidents. …  
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/16032
3-0001.htm#16032339000003  
 
 

Scottish Government 

First Minister Speaks At "Scotland – No Place For Prejudice Conference” 
… although there has been a fall in religious hate crime, cases relating to Judaism and 
Islam increased. 
In fact, when I went to Garnethill, one of the things which we discussed was a survey 
finding that there was an increase in the number of Jewish people considering leaving 
Scotland. That is unacceptable. There had also been an increase – as a result of 
negative experiences – in individuals hiding their Jewish identity which is, again, 
completely unacceptable. 
And something I’ve discussed with members of our Muslim community is the fact that 
after terrorist atrocities, they often feel a double burden, and we should be especially 
mindful of that today. They feel the same shock and horror and revulsion that everyone 
else does, but they've also got to cope with knowing that there are some who would point 
the finger of blame at them. We need to be sensitive to that and to counter it. 
And in addition to those specific issues – the increase in offences relating to Judaism and 
Islam - there are still far too many hate crimes overall. In fact, there are more than 100 
cases a week being reported by crown office. Most of them, as I mentioned earlier, relate 
to race hate. Even if – as seems possible – the number of cases is declining, that’s far 
too many. 
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/160323-0001.htm#16032339000003
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/160323-0001.htm#16032339000003
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And since this is an area where we suspect cases may be under-reported – the actual 
number of hate crimes in Scotland may be significantly higher. …  
Scotland is a nation of immigrants and we’re also a nation of emigrants. Scottish people 
have gone to live in every single corner of our planet. Therefore we, perhaps more than 
any other country in the world, should understand the importance of welcoming those 
who come here from other parts of our world. …  
We also know from our previous experience of welcoming refugees – whether the Jewish 
community who settled in Glasgow before World War, or the Ugandan Asians who came 
here in the 1970s, or people fleeing from Kosovo more recently – that they will make a 
hugely valuable contribution to Scotland’s culture, economy and society. …  
… if we succeed, we can make an important contribution to building the Scotland we 
want to see – one which promotes tolerance and celebrates diversity. And by doing that, 
we can help to create an even fairer, more diverse and more welcoming country. … 
http://news.scotland.gov.uk/Speeches-Briefings/First-Minister-speaks-at-Scotland-no-
place-for-prejudice-conference-247d.aspx 

TOP 
 

 
 

Israel 

House of Lords Oral Answers 

Palestinian Authority Television 
Lord Polak: To ask Her Majesty’s Government what representations they have made to 
the Palestinian Authority following the broadcast of programmes on official Palestinian 
Authority television encouraging violence against Israeli citizens. … 

The Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Baroness Anelay 
of St Johns): My Lords, we regularly raise incitement with the Palestinian 
Authority. The Minister for the Middle East, Tobias Ellwood, did so during his visit 
to the region in February. The UK’s consul-general to Jerusalem last discussed 
incitement with President Abbas on 17 March, including our concerns about 
television broadcasts. We also raise incitement with Israel. We encourage the 
revival of a tripartite committee on incitement to address precisely these issues. 

Lord Polak: I thank the Minister for her Answer. Since September 2015, ironically, 34 
Israelis have been killed in terror attacks and there have been 206 stabbings, 83 
shootings and 42 car rammings. Is the Minister aware that only three weeks ago—on 1 
March—on a programme on the official PATV called “Children’s Talk”, a young girl 
recited a poem which included the line: “To war, that will smash the oppressor and 
destroy the Zionist soul”? Can the Minister be certain that this sort of appalling incitement 
is not supported directly or indirectly by the British taxpayer? On the day after the 
atrocities and shocking acts in Brussels, where another 34 innocent lives were snuffed 
out, will the Minister join me in condemning incitement and terror, wherever it occurs? 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: My Lords, I do indeed join my noble friend in 
condemning incitement and terrorism wherever it occurs. It was a mark of respect 
from this House that at 11 am today we had one minute’s silence in memory of 
the appalling events with the murder of those in Brussels. I know the Prime 
Minister has said that we will do all we can to help there. I also note that both 
President Abbas and Prime Minister Netanyahu expressed their opposition to the 
terrorism that had taken place in Brussels. …  No expenditure by the British 
taxpayer supports any form of incitement or terrorism, either in Israel or in the 
Occupied Palestinian Territories. We support projects that support peace, such as 
the project by the NGO Kids Creating Peace, which brings together young Israelis 
and Palestinians to learn why peace works. … 
 
 

http://news.scotland.gov.uk/Speeches-Briefings/First-Minister-speaks-at-Scotland-no-place-for-prejudice-conference-247d.aspx
http://news.scotland.gov.uk/Speeches-Briefings/First-Minister-speaks-at-Scotland-no-place-for-prejudice-conference-247d.aspx
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Lord Winston: My Lords, is the Minister aware that I have a film clip on my computer—I 
am happy to show it to her—which shows a little girl aged three-and-a-half saying on 
Saudi television that she hates Jews because they are apes and monkeys, and this is 
what is repeated in the Koran? Then, straight to camera, the announcer says, “Is Allah to 
be praised that, Bismillah, this little girl, has such supporters after her?”. This was 
broadcast across a whole range of Arab countries. Will the Minister perhaps join me in 
condemning this kind of broadcast quite publicly? I am happy to send her the film. 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: My Lords, noble Lords around the House have 
made me aware of matters of incitement that have been broadcast, not only on 
television and media outside the Occupied Territories and Israel but within both. 
We give no equivalence to incitement, whether it is against those who are Israelis 
or those who are in the Occupied Palestinian Territories. What we say is that 
incitement is wrong. 

Lord Wright of Richmond: My Lords, I am reluctant to enter into a tit-for-tat argument 
but is the Minister aware of a devastating report by two Israeli organisations into the 
recent abuse and torture of Palestinian prisoners at the Shikma interrogation facility in 
Ashkelon? If so, will the Government consider joining our European partners in making 
appropriate representations to the Israeli Government? 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: My Lords, our diplomats in Israel make regular 
representations of concern about events there. As I have already said, we draw 
no equivalence with regard to incitement and activity. We say that it is important 
for those who want to achieve peace to ensure that they work together. It is only 
by negotiating a peace that we can achieve it; incitement is an enemy of peace. 

Lord Palmer of Childs Hill: My Lords, the Minister has mentioned the consul-general in 
east Jerusalem and our diplomats there. Can she tell the House what representations 
have been or will be made to the consul-general following the International Women’s Day 
message on the official Palestinian Authority TV channel on 7 March this year, which 
urged Palestinian women to remember the terrorist Dalal Mughrabi who led the lethal 
coastal massacre which killed 38 Israelis, including 13 children? 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: My Lords, I am able to give a little detail about the 
most recent contacts, which might help the noble Lord. In January, Her Majesty’s 
consul-general in Jerusalem met Fatah Central Committee member Jibril Rajoub, 
who had called the recent attacks there “heroic”. Our consul-general also met the 
Minister of Health, Jawad Awwad. The ministry had issued a statement praising 
the Tel Aviv New Year’s Day shooter, Nashat Melhem. 
As for television, the director of pro-Israeli NGO Palestinian Media Watch 
describes decades-long propaganda campaigns on PA-sponsored children’s 
programmes which depict Jews and Israelis as enemies of God. Her Majesty’s 
consul-general in Jerusalem has raised this with the Palestinian Authority as part 
of broader lobbying on incitement since this Question was tabled. I thought it 
would be helpful to update the noble Lord on that. 

Lord Davies of Stamford: My Lords, raising the matter of incitement, to use the noble 
Baroness’s word, does not seem to have had much effect. Will she remind the House of 
the amount of aid that we give the Palestinian Authority, both directly and via EU 
projects? Will she consider saying clearly to the Palestinian Authority that it is quite 
unacceptable for it to be taking British public money on the one hand and, on the other, 
using its own resources to subsidise networks that produce the propaganda in favour of 
terrorism that we have heard quoted in the House today? 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: My Lords, the noble Lord is correct to point out 
that, through DfID, we provide significant humanitarian aid to the people who are 
suffering in Gaza. It is conditional on the basis that it only goes to people in need. 
The Palestinian Authority should make best efforts to resume control of Gaza and 
re-engage in discussions with Israel about how peace may be achieved. 

Lord Collins of Highbury: My Lords, there is no justification for terrorism or for the 
actions  that  we  saw  yesterday.  We  unequivocally   condemn  them.   The  Minister  is  
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absolutely right. Our focus is on keeping the two-state solution and hopes for peace alive. 
We need to invest in interfaith, intercommunity activity. Will she commit to doing more of 
this because, at the moment, it is extremely limited? 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: My Lords, I whole- heartedly agree with the noble 
Lord. During the early part of this year, we reopened bids for the Magna Carta 
Fund for Human Rights and Democracy, which is FCO-based. It has been 
doubled this year to its highest ever level. We will welcome bids if they qualify for 
support. The noble Lord is right; we need to do more to help. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldhansrd/text/160323-
0001.htm#16032350000355  
 
 

House of Lords Written Answers 

Israel: Palestinians 
Baroness Tonge [HL6971] To ask Her Majesty’s Government what representations they 
have made to the government of Israel following reports of the Israeli navy opening fire 
on Palestinian fishing boats off al-Sudaniya and Gaza city, on 1 March, and what 
assessment they have made, if any, of the damage done on that and other occasions. 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: Whilst we have not raised this issue with the 
government of Israel, officials from our Embassy in Tel Aviv have expressed our 
concern previously over the Israel Defence Forces use of live fire against 
fishermen and also about the confiscation of their boats. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6971/  
 

Israel: Palestinians 
Baroness Tonge [HL6972] To ask Her Majesty’s Government what discussions they 
have had with the government of Israel about why the Israel Defence Forces have been 
positioned behind the Green Line and on 1 March fired on Beit Hanun farmland and 
farmers working in fields east of Juhor al-Dik. 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: We have not had any discussions with the Israeli 
authorities on this issue. However, we have an ongoing dialogue with the Israeli 
authorities about the Israeli Defence Forces use of live fire. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6972/  
 

Israel: Palestinians 
Baroness Tonge [HL6974] To ask Her Majesty’s Government what representations they 
have made to the government of Israel following raids on the Gaza Strip on 12 March, 
and in particular the deaths and injuries of children resulting from those raids. 

Baroness Anelay of St Johns: We have not raised this issue with the Israeli 
authorities. Israel, like all countries, has a legitimate right to self-defence, and the 
right to defend its citizens from attack. In doing so, it is vital that all actions are in 
line with International Humanitarian Law. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6974/  
 
 

United Nations 

Diplomatic Quartet to prepare report to lay ground for Israel-Palestine talks – UN 
envoy 
The United Nations envoy for the peace  process in the  Israeli-Palestinian  conflict  today  
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldhansrd/text/160323-0001.htm#16032350000355
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldhansrd/text/160323-0001.htm#16032350000355
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6971/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6971/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6972/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6972/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6974/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-03-14/HL6974/
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unveiled a plan by the diplomatic Quartet … to produce a report that would help create a 
political environment for the two sides to resume peace negotiations. … 
The work has already started and the Quartet is seeking inputs from both sides and other 
stakeholders, including Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia, to produce a good assessment 
… [to] inform the international opinion and consolidate consensus on a two-state solution 
as the only viable option. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=53529#.VvQY2xJ96nY  

TOP 
 

 
 

Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Services (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  
 
 

Assisted Dying Bill  
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/assisteddying.html 

 
No Fault Divorce Bill  
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/nofaultdivorce/documents.html  

 
Polling Day (Saturday) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/pollingdaysaturday.html  

 
** Scotland Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/scotland.html  
 

House of Commons consideration of House of Lords amendments 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/16032
3-0004.htm#16032342000001  
 

Bill returned to the House of Lords from the House of Commons with the amendments 
agreed to. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldhansrd/text/160323-
0004.htm#1603241000533  
 

Royal Assent 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160323/debtext/16032
3-0004.htm#16032347000010 

 
Scottish Parliament 

The Scottish Parliament is in dissolution prior to the election on 5 May. 
 

Northern Ireland Assembly 

Addressing Bullying in Schools Bill 
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/legislation/primary-legislation-current-
bills/addressing-bullying-in-schools-bill/ 

TOP 
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Consultations    ** new or updated today 

Crown Prosecution Service Interim Revised Guidelines on Prosecuting Social Media 
Cases (closing date 14 April 2016) 
http://www.cps.gov.uk/consultations/social_media_consultation_2016_index.html  
 
Political Islam (closing date 28 April 2016) 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/foreign-affairs-
committee/inquiries1/parliament-2015/political-islam-15-16/ 
 
Death certification reforms  (closing date 15 June 2016) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/death-certification-reforms  
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